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Dear Dr. Labossiere,

Please find the enclosed report entitled Geoclimatic Energy Project: Final Report submitted this
6th day of December 2010.
The concept of Geoclimatic energy comes from the mind of entrepreneur Joe Matula.
Geoclimatic energy is intended as an improvement to conventional geothermal heat pumps by
not only providing a home’s heating and cooling requirements, but to also generate surplus
electricity from seasonal temperature variations.
The enclosed draft report begins by introducing the concept of Geoclimatic energy and the
design specifications and requirements provided to the team by Mr. Matula. The results from
the conceptual design phase of the project are then summarized. The report then contains a
detailed analysis of the thermal energy cycle performed by Mr. Leverick. The report continues
with an analysis of thermal energy storage performed by Mr. Stargardter, an examination of
environmental and regulatory considerations by Mr. Choi and an economic analysis which was
performed by Mr. Irianan. The report concludes with a summary of our findings and our
recommendations. This report draws the conclusion that although there are promising aspects
to the concept of Geoclimatic energy, there are also a number of major issues which must be
overcome before it can become a viable source of heat and energy.

Please feel free to contact Mr. Graham Leverick by phone at 204‐801‐4786 or by e‐mail at
Graham_Leverick@umanitoba.ca if you have any questions or concerns.
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I.

Executive Summary

The concept of Geoclimatic energy is intended as an improvement to conventional geothermal
heat pumps by not only providing a home’s heating and cooling requirements, but to also
generate surplus electricity from seasonal temperature variations. A modified heat pump cycle
has been designed which can serve the function of a geothermal heat pump, while
simultaneously generating a small surplus of electricity of approximately 2 kW. The modified
heat pump cycle can take the place of a conventional geothermal heat pump, and can deliver
approximately 30 kW of space heating, 130 kW of water heating and 13 kW of air conditioning
capacity. The designed cycle has an efficiency of 154% in the summer and 519% in the winter. A
cornerstone to this modified heat pump cycle is utilizing an aquifer thermal storage system.

It has been demonstrated that the aquifer thermal storage system will be effective at storing
thermal energy for long periods of time and with small thermal losses. With the two wells set to
a spacing of 50 (m), there is an increase in temperature at the other well of only 0.89

, which

was deemed to be an acceptable temperature increase. It was also shown that the temperature
in the water stored in the hot well would fall by not more than 10
month storage period, suggesting a thermal storage efficiency of 83.33%.

1

of the course of a six
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II.

Introduction

The objective of this project is to design a system to collect and store thermal energy from the
ambient environment and to use that energy to meet the thermal and electrical energy needs
of a household. This system shares similarities with conventional geothermal heat pumps used
to heat and cool some homes in Manitoba. The system is designed in two components; the
heat pump and power cycle and the thermal energy storage system.

The center‐point of the design is a modified heat pump cycle, which not only serves as a heat
pump, but also produces net power to generate electricity. This cycle will operate based on the
temperature difference between stored thermal energy and ambient conditions. As a result,
the system will function differently depending on the season. Thermal energy is to be stored in
the aquifer beneath the city of Winnipeg. Two wells will be drilled down into the aquifer; one
well will act as a “hot well”, while the other will act as a “cold well”. This system will collect
thermal energy during the summer months, store that energy in the “hot well”, and draw upon
that energy in the winter time to provide heat. Furthermore, cold water will be collected during
the winter time in order to meet the cooling demand of the home during the summer.

This project is motivated by the growing demand for alternative sources of energy, as issues
such as the trend of increasing energy consumption, the prospect of peak oil, and global
warming become more urgent. Many alternative energy sources are already being harnessed,
including wind, solar and hydro power. One possible source of energy that is yet to be
investigated is the drastic temperature difference that is experienced in certain extreme
continental climates, such as Winnipeg. Entrepreneur Joe Matula has developed a concept,
tentatively coined “Geoclimatic Energy”, which has the potential to harness power from our
extreme seasons. If successful, this system has the potential to reduce or eliminate the
dependence of a household on electrical power and fossil fuels for heating.
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III. Customer Specifications
Based on data and specifications provided by our client, and the information provided in the
project background, the client`s needs were interpreted and are summarized TABLE I.
TABLE I: THE NEEDS EXPRESSED BY THE CLIENT

NEED

Imp

Use Dual Wells to Store Cold and Hot Water

5

Secure the Necessary Flow Rate of Water to and From the Wells

3

Exchange Heat Efficiently Between Water and Working Fluid

4

Generate Net Power

4

The System Should Function in All Seasons

4

Maintain Constant Reservoir (Water Table) Volume

3

No Environmental Contamination by the Working Fluid

2

Minimize Ecological Impact of the System

2

Optimize Resources as Well as Reduce Cost of the System

3

Ease of Operation and Maintenance

1

The client’s needs are presented on a scale of importance from one to five, where one
represents a non‐essential desire and five represents a critical aspect in the system design. It
should be noted that this was very much a conceptual study initially, and that many of these
parameters could not be quantified with the data which was available at the time. TABLE I also
describes some of the system constraints imposed on the system, such as minimizing the
environmental impact of the system. Additional constraints and specifications were determined
later as the analysis proceeded and more information became available.
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IV.

Design Overview

The designed Geoclimatic energy system functions similarly to a conventional geothermal heat
pump. The heat pump in integrated with the home’s HVAC system to provide air conditioning in
the summer, and water and air heating in the winter. The electrical generator is integrated with
the house’s electrical system to supplement grid electricity. During peak generating times,
excess power is used to “reverse the meter” by providing power to the grid. Figure 1 provides a
visual overview of a Geoclimatic energy system.

Figure 1 ‐ Overview of a Geoclimatic Energy System

Two 20cm diameter wells, spaced 50m apart are drilled 120 m into the ground. Two 8 cm
diameter PVC pipes are inserted into each well; one to draw water, and one to remove water.
The draw pipe is equipped with a DC well pump and a screen filter to remove particle impurities
from the water drawn from the aquifer. In the summer, water is drawn from the cold well,
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heated, and returned to the hot well. In the winter, water is drawn from the hot well, cooled
and stored in the cold well.

The water drawn from the wells exchanges heat with an R134a modified heat pump cycle.
Figure 2 shows the heat and power flow through this modified heat pump cycle.

Evaporator
W

Turbo‐Expander

Compressor

W

Condenser

Figure 2 ‐ Modified Heat Pump Cycle

In the summer, the water drawn from the cold well is used to cool the R134a in the condenser.
The R134a is evaporated in the summer by functioning as an air conditioner to cool the house
and by passing through the solar collector. In the winter, the water drawn from the hot well is
used to heat the R134a in the evaporator. The R134a is condensed in the winter by heating the
home’s air and water. Power is extracted from the modified heat pump cycle using a turbo‐
expander. The power generated by the turbo‐expander is used to power the compressor and
well pump. Any excess electricity is used to provide electricity to the house and the grid.

V.

Thermal Energy Cycle

A.

Introduction to the Thermal Energy Cycle

The thermal energy cycle is the process through which power is generated from the
temperature difference between the water drawn from the aquifer and the ambient
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temperature. This process involves phase transformations of the working fluid. In our design,
we selected R134a as the working fluid due to its desirable properties in the operating
temperature range, as well as its low toxicity and non‐flammable nature.

Two different cycles are investigated in this study; a modified heat pump cycle and a Rankine
cycle. The proposed design utilizes the modified heat pump cycle. A discussion of the Rankine
cycle is included to address its shortfalls for use in Geoclimatic Energy.

A typical heat pump cycle operates similar to a refrigerator by transferring heat from a low
temperature sink to a high temperature sink by inputting energy in the form of a compressor. A
Pressure‐Enthalpy diagram of a typical heat pump cycle is shown in Figure 3. A Pressure‐
Enthalpy diagram shows the working fluid’s transformation of enthalpy and pressure
throughout each process in the cycle.

1‐2: Compressor
2‐3: Condenser
3‐4: Expansion Valve
4‐1: Evaporator

Figure 3 ‐ Pressure‐Enthalpy Diagram of a Typical Heat Pump/Refrigeration Cycle [2]

From 1‐2, the fluid undergoes isentropic compression, requiring an input of work, Win. From
2‐3, the fluid isobarically transfers heat to the high temperature source. The fluid is then
expanded through a valve from 3‐4, and absorb heats from the low temperature sink
isobarically from 1‐4.
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We have modified the typical heat pump cycle in order to generate power by absorbing heat
from the high temperature sink and dissipating it to the low temperature sink. The ideal
modified heat pump cycle is shown in Figure 4.

QL

4

Wout

3
2

5

1

1‐2: Super‐Heater
2‐3: Compressor

Win 3‐4: Condenser
4‐5: Turbo‐Expander
QH
5‐1: Evaporator

QH

Figure 4 ‐ Pressure‐Enthalpy Diagram of the Ideal Modified Heat Pump Cycle

In the ideal case of our modified heat pump cycle, the fluid first undergoes a super‐heating
process from 1‐2. This super‐heating process starts with isobaric heating of the fluid while it
simultaneously passes through an expander. The fluid is then isothermally compressed by
constricting the flow through a nozzle and dissipating heat. A mechanical compressor than
isentropically compresses the fluid from 2‐3. The fluid then transfers heat to the low
temperature source isobarically from 3‐4. From 4‐5 power is extracted through isentropic
expansion in a turbo‐expander. Finally, heat is absorbed from the high temperature source
from 5‐1.

The Rankine cycle also extracts power by absorbing heat from the high temperature sink and
dissipating it to the low temperature sink. An ideal Rankine cycle is shown in Figure 5.
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QH
1‐2: Pump

2

Win

3

2‐3: Evaporator
3‐4: Turbine
Wout

4‐1: Condenser

4

1
QL

Figure 5 ‐ Pressure‐Enthalpy Diagram of an Ideal Rankine Cycle

From 1‐2, the working fluid is pressurized isentropically by a pump. The fluid is then heated by
the high temperature heat sink from 2‐3. From 3‐4, the working fluid is expanded through a
turbine to generate power, Wout. The fluid is finally condensed by the low temperature sink
from 4‐1.

The primary difference between the Rankine cycle and the modified heat pump cycle is that the
Rankine cycle extracts power in the vapour phase, whereas the modified heat pump cycle
extracts power from a liquid phase to a mixed state. Another key difference is that a Rankine
cycle is evaporated at a high temperature and condensed at cool temperature, whereas the
modified heat pump cycle is evaporated at a low temperature and condensed at a high
temperature. This means that the temperature range of the fluid in the modified heat pump
cycle can be larger than that of a Rankine cycle operating between the same two heat sinks.
This difference is of vital importance to the designed system because the heat sinks in a
Geoclimatic Energy system have a very small temperature difference.
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B.

Seasonal Cycles

Since the cycles operate differently in the winter and summer, the following subsections
describe the operation of a modified heat pump cycle and Rankine cycle in those seasons.

1.

Modified Heat Pump Cycle

Figure 6 shows the operation of the modified heat pump cycle in the summer. The five states
from the pressure‐enthalpy diagram in Figure 4 have been labelled to aid understanding of the
process.

Figure 6 ‐ Modified Heat Pump Cycle Operation in the Summer

The cold mixed‐phase R134a which exits the turbo‐expander at state 5 is first used to provide
air conditioning in the home. As the fluid is heated, it becomes a saturated vapour, at state 1.
The fluid is then super‐heated using a solar collector to reach state 2. Next, the R134a is
compressed mechanically using a compressor. The super‐heated vapour then exchanges heat
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with water drawn from the cold well. This heats the water for storage in the hot well, and
condenses the R134a to a saturated liquid at state 4. Finally, the R134a expands through the
turbo‐expander to return to state 5.

Figure 7 shows the operation of the modified heat pump cycle in the winter. In the winter, the
cold mixed‐phase R134a which exits the turbo‐expander at state 5 is evaporated and super‐
heated using water drawn from the hot well. Just as it was in the summer, the super‐heated
vapour is mechanically compressed to state 3. The hot, super‐heated vapour is then used for air
and water heating in the home to fully condense the R134a to a saturated liquid. Finally, the
R134a expands through the turbo‐expander to return to state 5.

Figure 7 ‐ Modified Heat Pump Cycle Operation in the Winter
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2.

Rankine Cycle

The operation of the Rankine cycle in the summer and winter is shown in Figure 8 and Figure 9,
respectively. The Rankine cycle has a number of crucial differences from the modified heat
pump cycle. The most notable is that in the Rankine cycle’s operation in both seasons, heat is
exchanged solely with the ambient and the cycle does not serve as a heat pump for the home.
To examine the reason for this, consider the summer cycle. After the isentropic pumping
process, the fluid leaves as a compressed liquid (state 2). Since the isobaric phase change of the
R134a is also isothermal, nearly all of the heating of the R134a from state 2 to state 3 occurs at
the maximum temperature of the R134a in the cycle. As such, the capacity of the fluid in state 2
for cooling purposes is practically non‐existent. A similar limitation exists in the winter, whereby
the R134a possesses nearly no heating capacity at state 4.

Hot Air

Figure 8 ‐ Rankine Cycle Operation in the Summer
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Figure 9 ‐ Rankine Cycle Operation in the Winter

Another consequence of the Rankine cycle’s property of evaporating the R134a at its hottest
temperature and condensing it at its coldest temperature is that the temperature difference in
the cycle is reduced, and the effectiveness of both heat exchange processes is also reduced.
That`s because the effectiveness of the heat exchangers is proportional to the temperature
difference between the R134a and ambient/water.

C.

Heat Exchange Models

The following subsections provide the models for the four heat exchangers used in the modified
heat pump cycle operation. These four heat exchangers are:

1. Water‐R134a Concentric Counter‐Flow Heat Exchanger
2. Air Duct‐R134a Parallel‐Flow Heat Exchanger
3. Water Heater‐R134a Natural Convection Heat Exchanger
4. R134a Solar Collector
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1.

WaterR134a Concentric CounterFlow Heat Exchanger

a)

Geometry

Heat Exchange between the water and the R134a was modeled as a concentric, counter‐flow
heat exchanger.

L
TW,out,

DW

PW,out,

TW,in,

PW,in,

DR

TR,out,

TR,in, PR,in, hR,in

PR,out,

Figure 10 ‐ Water‐R134a Heat Exchanger Geometry

b)

c)

Assumptions


Full Developed Flow



No heat loss from the system (the water pipe is insulated)



The refrigerant undergoes isothermal phase change



No fouling of pipe walls in the heat exchanger



Smooth Pipes

Analysis

The system will be analyzed using the Effectiveness‐NTU Methodology described in [3]. The
total heat transfer rate, q, is defined as:

,

,
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Where ε is the effectiveness of the heat exchanger and Cmin is:

,

Cmin is defined by water because R143a undergoes an isothermal phase change. The
effectiveness of the heat exchanger is defined by [3]:
1

Where the number of transfer units, NTU, is [3]:

The overall heat transfer per unit temperature difference, UA, for the heat exchanger can be
determined using the following relationship [3]:

1

1

ln

,
,

1

2

Where k is the conduction coefficient of the R134a pipe wall, and hW and hR are determined by
the flow properties of the water and R134a, respectively. The heat transfer coefficient, h, is
related to the Nusselt number through [3]:
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Gnielinski’s relationship was used to determine the Nusselt number of the internal flow. This
relationship was selected for its tolerance of near‐transitional flow, and validity over a large
range of Reynolds and Prandtl numbers (3000 ≤ Re ≤ 5 x 106 and 0.5 ≤ Pr ≤ 2000 respectively).
Gnielinski’s relationship for the Nusselt number is [3]:

1

/8
12.7 /8

1000
/

/

1

Where the friction factor, f, can be found using Petukhov’s correlation [3]:
0.790 ln

1.64

The Reynolds number, Re, is defined as [4]:

Where Q is the volumetric flow rate, ν is the kinematic viscosity of the fluid and A is the cross‐
sectional area of the pipe.
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2.

Air DuctR134a ParallelFlow Heat Exchanger

a)

Geometry

The Air‐R134a heat exchanger was modeled as 12 pipes running parallel to the flow direction
inside the HVAC duct.

Figure 11 ‐ Cross Section of Pipes Running Parallel to the Air Duct

Figure 12 ‐ Duct Wall Cut‐Away to Reveal Copper Pipes Running Parallel to the Flow Direction
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b)

c)

Assumptions


Full Developed Flow



No heat loss from the system (the duct is insulated)



The refrigerant undergoes isothermal phase change



No fouling of pipe walls in the heat exchanger



Smooth Pipes

Analysis

The system can be analyzed using the same analysis methodology used for the Water‐R134a
Concentric Counter‐Flow Heat Exchanger. This analysis remains applicable because the
effectiveness, ε, of a heat exchanger with one fluid undergoing isothermal phase change is
independent of geometry.

3.

Water Heater134a Natural Convection Heat Exchanger

a)

Geometry

Figure 13 ‐ Series of Vertical Pipe Loops Arranged at the Bottom of the Hot Water Tank
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Figure 14 ‐ Top View of the Vertical Pipe Loops in the Hot Water Tank

b)

c)

Assumptions


Full Developed Flow



No heat loss from the system (the duct is insulated)



The refrigerant undergoes isothermal phase change



No fouling of pipe walls in the heat exchanger



Smooth Pipes

Analysis

The system can be analyzed using a similar analysis methodology used for the Water‐R134a
Concentric Counter‐Flow Heat Exchanger and Air Duct‐R134a Parallel‐Flow Heat Exchanger. The
relationship for the heat exchanger effectiveness in these analyses remain applicable because
the effectiveness, ε, of a heat exchanger with one fluid undergoing isothermal phase change is
independent of geometry.

The only difference with the analysis of the Water Heater‐R134a Natural Convection Heat
Exchanger is the heat transfer coefficient of the water, hW. This heat transfer coefficient was
determined by modeling the vertical R134a pipe loops as a vertically orientated wall which
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experiences natural convection. The heat transfer coefficient is related to the Nusselt number
through [3]:

In [3], Churchill and Chu propose the following expression for the Nusselt number of natural
convection of a vertical plate:
0.825

1

0.387
0.492/

Where the Rayleigh number, Ra, is defined as [3]:

Where β is [3]:
1

1

/
/

/
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4.

R134a Solar Collector

a)

Geometry

Figure 15 ‐ R134a Solar Collector Model Geometry

qrad

Collector

qloss

Plate

tc

duct

Insulation

Lf

Ld
Sd

Figure 16 ‐ Cross Section of R134a Solar Collector [5]
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q’rad

q’f

q’loss

q‘d

q’f

Hd

tc

td

Ld
Figure 17 ‐ Enlargement of a Single Duct in the R134a Solar Collector [5]

b)

c)

Assumptions


Steady State conditions



No heat loss through the sides or bottom of the plate



No interaction between the ducts



Constant temperature, Tb, maintained at the base of the “fin”



Fully developed flow within the duct

Analysis

The analysis of the R134a Solar Collector was adapted from Leverick and Olmstead’s work in
[5]. The analysis is divided into three section; the fin analysis, the duct analysis and an overall
analysis.
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(1)

Fin Analysis
qrad

qloss
dz

Tb

qx

x=0

qx+dx

tc
x=Lf

dx
Figure 18 ‐ Fin Analysis of the R134a Solar Collector [5]

An energy balance yields:
0

Plugging in and rearranging results in [3]:

∞

Employing the solution for a case B fin yields [3]:
2

0
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(2)

Duct Analysis
q'R

m

TR, z

TR, z+dz

dzR134a Solar Collector [5]
Figure 19 ‐ Duct Analysis of the

An energy balance yields:
0

Simplifying and solving results in [3]:

(3)

Overall Analysis
q'rad

q'loss

q'f

q'f
q'R

Figure 20 ‐ Overall Analysis of the R134a Solar Collector [5]
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Energy balance yields:
2

∞

Heat transfer to the water gives:

Combining and solving yields:
1
1

1
2

Using the solution from the duct analysis separating variables and integrating yields:
1
1

1
2

The heat transferred to the water for one duct would be:

D.

Pressure Loss Model

The pressure loss incurred by the R134a as it passes through the heat exchangers determines
the outlet pressure of the R134a. The total pressure loss is a result of the major and minor
losses in the piping [4]:

25

.

Where the major losses (resulting from friction in the pipe walls) are [4]:

2
Where f is the friction factor, L is the length of pipe and D is the diameter of the pipe. The
average flow velocity, V, is:

Minor losses are the result of various fittings and bends in the piping. These are [4]:

,

2

Where the equivalent length, Le/D, is a factor associated with the type of fitting.

E.

Modified Heat Pump Cycle Analysis Methodology

In order to analyze the cycle, the state of the fluid will be assumed at the inlet of the
compressor (state 2). The state of the fluid will then be calculated as it proceeds through the
cycle. The geometries of the heat exchangers and operating conditions of the turbine and pump
will be adjusted to return the fluid to its initial state when it reaches the inlet to the turbine. In
a real‐world operable system, the loading conditions of the turbo‐expander and compressor
would be adjusted by a control system to maintain the proper cycle operation.
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F.

Cycle Calculations

A sample cycle calculation will be performed for the winter and summer cycles to demonstrate
the assumptions relating to non‐ideal state changes and show the power and heating outputs
of the cycle in two different states. All thermodynamic properties of R134a were obtained from
DuPont’s technical document on HFC‐134a [6]. All intermediate values are obtained using linear
interpolation. The results for the calculations in summer are presented in TABLE II. The results
calculations for the winter season, as well as detailed calculations for both seasons, are
presented in Appendix C.

TABLE II: RESULTS FOR STATE PROPERTIES DURING THE SUMMER

State

Parameter

Value

Units

70
1800
Initial

437.4
1.7306

/
/

0.01134

°
/

96.7
2800
Compression

452.7
1.7481

/
/

0.00722

°
/

82.9
2792.7
Condenser

328.5
1.4005

/
/

0.0011

°
/

15
163.9
Turbo‐expander

310.2
1.4291
0.620

/
/

°

Unitless
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Determining the efficiency of the cycle is difficult because the system serves two purposes; to
generate power and to operate as a heat pump. The efficiency was calculated using the
following equation:

TABLE III summarizes the power and heat flow results from the case study.

TABLE III: SUMMARY OF CASE STUDY RESULTS

Summer

Power

Winter

Heat Pump

Summer

Wout

31.11 kW

WCompressor

26.01 kW

WPump

3.0 kW

Wnet

2.1 kW

Wout

37.6 kW

WCompressor

29.5 kW

WPump

3.0 kW

Wnet

5.1 kW

QAir Conditioning

13.53 kW

QAir Heating

33.7 kW

QWater Heating

129.7 kW

Output

Winter

Heat

Summer

Q

212.7 kW

Storage

Winter

Q

205.3 kW

Cycle

Summer

η

153.9%

Efficiency

Winter

η

518.5%
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VI.

Thermal Energy Storage

In order for the heat pump system to be effective during all seasons, it is necessary to design a
system to store thermal energy. While there are a number of techniques available for storing
heat, the mechanism to be used in this design is an aquifer thermal energy storage (ATES)
system. This technique was chosen due to the presence of easily accessible aquifers beneath
the city of Winnipeg, as well as based on recommendation by the client. In order to perform an
analysis and develop a design for the ATES system, a considerable amount of information on
the nature of aquifers in general, and the Winnipeg aquifer specifically, are needed. This
information will be presented in subsections A and B.

A.

Introduction to Aquifers and Aquifer Properties

Before an aquifer thermal energy storage system can be designed, it is necessary to understand
the nature of aquifers and to define some properties of aquifers, which will be used to describe
the hydraulic and thermal behavior of the groundwater. There are a number of geological
formations which store ground water, but an aquifer is a special type of formation. Only
formations which are capable of transmitting a sufficient flow of water to supply a well or
spring are classified as aquifers [8]. Aquifers consist of a porous medium, called the matrix,
which is usually sand, gravel, or rock such as limestone, which is highly fractured. Water
diffuses through cracks and pores in the ground, where it eventually reaches the aquifer. The
volume of water contained within an aquifer, the flow rate of that water and the heat transfer
properties of groundwater all depend on the properties of the individual aquifer.

The most fundamental property which defines the volume of water stored within an aquifer is
called porosity, and is a measure of the volume of voids in a geological formation. In the case of
sand and gravel aquifers, the porosity is directly associated with the space between the
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individual grains in the matrix. In the case of a fracture rock aquifer, the porosity is a
combination of the porosity in the matrix and the number of fractures in the rock. In a fractured
rock aquifer, especially limestone and sandstone aquifers, the porosity is often time dependent,
as erosion and mineral deposition have a significant effect on the size of pores and fractures
[9].

Another critical property of the aquifer is the hydraulic conductivity. Hydraulic conductivity is a
measure of the volumetric flow rate of water as it travels through the aquifer [8]. The hydraulic
conductivity is also often expressed as a parameter called permeability. Permeability differs
from hydraulic conductivity in that the permeability depends only on the properties of the
medium, while hydraulic conductivity applies to water flow through the medium. Permeability
can be expressed as hydraulic conductivity using an equation derived from Darcy’s Law:

where κ is the permeability, ρ is the density of the fluid, μ is the dynamic viscosity and g is the
acceleration due to gravity [10].

The hydraulic conductivity can be estimated using analytical methods although it is often
similar to determine the value experimentally at the well site. One such method is called the
Pump Test, which involves pumping water out of the aquifer under known pressures and
increasing the flow rate until the aquifer can no longer transmit the desired flow [11]. The
hydraulic conductivity is important for several reasons, including the draw and injection of
water, as well as the natural flow rate of the water in the aquifer.

Since heat is being stored in the aquifer, the thermal properties of the aquifer must also be
determined. The two properties associated with heat transfer in an aquifer are the thermal
conductivity and the specific heat capacity. The thermal conductivity is a measure of the
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amount of heat that conducts through a material, while the heat capacity is a measure of the
amount of energy needed to raise the temperature of a certain mass of material. These
quantities are highly dependent on the aquifer under consideration, as the properties of the
individual rock constituents and water mineral content will ultimately determine the thermal
properties.

The internal pressure in the aquifer is the result of the hydraulic gradient, gravitational
potential and possibly buoyancy effects. The pressure in the aquifer is defined in terms of point‐
water head, which is defined as:

where z is the height of the water surface above the measuring instrument, p is the pressure, ρ
is the water density at the surface, and g is the gravitational constant.

B.

Properties of the Winnipeg Aquifer

The aquifer underneath Winnipeg, extends across much of Southern Manitoba, and will be
referred to for the remainder of the paper as the Winnipeg Aquifer. The geology of the
Winnipeg Aquifer varies considerably, not only laterally, but also vertically as can be seen in the
cross section of the aquifer found in Figure 21.
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Figure 21: Cross section of Winnipeg Aquifer demonstrating layers and direction of water flow. [12]

It can be seen that, while there is considerable variation in thickness, depth and geological
formation, that in the area around the Red River on the right side of Figure 21, the structure is
relatively uniform. In fact, to the East of the Red River, where the proposed design is intended
to be installed, the aquifer geological formation is quite simple. At the very top is the
Pleistocene layer, which is composed primarily of glacial deposits. Beneath the Pleistocene
layer is a thick carbonate formation called the Carbonate Rock Aquifer. The Carbonate Rock
Aquifer can be divided into three levels called the Upper, Middle and Lower Carbonate
Formations, each of which with different properties. Underneath the Carbonate Rock Aquifer is
a sandstone aquifer called the Winnipeg Formation, which overlays the bedrock, called the
Precambrian shield.

In the Winnipeg region, the upper region of the aquifer is highly fractured, and thus has a high
permeability and storage capacity. The middle region has only a small amount of fracturing,
resulting in low permeability while the lower region exhibits properties similar to the upper
region, though with a lower degree of fracturing. A representative model of how the aquifer
might look can be found in Figure 22.
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Figure 22: Representation of layering and degree of fracturing in Carbonate Rock Aquifer [13]

The brick‐like representation of the carbonate strata is not an arbitrary one. The carbonate
layers are laid out in bedding planes, joints between the rocks, just as is shown in Figure 22
[13]. While such a degree of symmetry is unlikely in the actual aquifer, the presence of bedding
planes and joints contributes to matrix porosity, and thus the permeability of the aquifer.

Since the proposed system is intended to operate in the Winnipeg area, a magnification of
Figure 21, emphasizing the Winnipeg region is presented in Figure 23.
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Figure 23: Magnification of Figure 21 with emphasis on the Winnipeg region. [14]

There are several interesting points to note with regard to the water flows shown in Figure 21
and Figure 23. It can be seen that the water flows from two different directions and that these
two flows merge in the vicinity of the Red River. The flow from the East is meteoric or fresh
water and the flow from the West is brine, or salt water. Thus, it is important which side of the
river the system is placed on, as different procedures and equipment may be necessary for
handling the flow of brine. The direction of water flow in the Winnipeg Aquifer can be found in
Figure 24.
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Figure 24: Flow directions and point‐water heads in Winnipeg Aquifer [15]

Figure 24 also contains data regarding the water pressure in the aquifer. In the Winnipeg
region, the aquifer water pressure is approximately 230 (m), and is independent of whether the
flow under consideration is fresh or brackish water.

With the nature of the Winnipeg Aquifer introduced, the properties of the aquifer have been
summarized in TABLE IV for the Carbonate Rock Aquifer, which is more likely to serve the needs
of the proposed system than the other aquifers in the Winnipeg Region [13].
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TABLE IV: TABLE OF PROPERTIES FOR THE WINNIPEG AQUIFER [12], [13]

Property
Aquifer Material
Depth*
Thickness
Transmissivity

Maximum Permeability**
Average Permeability
Hydraulic Gradient
Matrix Porosity
Fracture Porosity**
Total Porosity***
Point Pressure Head†
Initial Temperature
Thermal Conductivity
Heat Transfer Rate‡

Aquifer Level

Value

Metric

Upper
Lower
Upper
Lower
Upper

Limestone, Dolomite
45
135
15
25
620

N/A
m
m
m
m

Lower

620

Upper
Lower
Upper
Lower
Upper
Lower
Upper
Lower
Upper
Lower
Upper
Lower

5.0 10
1.0 10
1.0 10
1.0 10
3.0 10
0.1
0.1
0.05
0.005
~0.25
~0.20
230
7
8.3
2.4
84

m2
m2

Unitless
Unitless
Unitless
Unitless
Unitless
Unitless
Unitless
m
°C
°C

10

*Depths measured at the bottom of each level
** Average values (can be significantly higher or lower due to presence of large cavern type voids)
† Determined for entire aquifer at the base of the Winnipeg Formation (Beneath Lower Carbonate Aquifer)
‡ Measured in an aquifer of similar geological and thermal properties
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C.

Design Considerations

With the aquifer properties in the Winnipeg region known, it is now possible to design the
individual components of the aquifer thermal energy storage system. The basic system was
described in the introduction of this report. The system consists of two wells separated by a
certain distance and drilled down to a certain depth in the aquifer. Each well is to be able to
both draw and inject water into the aquifer, and one well is to store heat while the other stores
cold. It is required that the system be able to recover as much heat or cold as possible, and
that, since the system is intended for installation in a residential property, that the system be
designed to be as cost effective as possible. The first stage in this process is to lay out the
assumptions that are to be made in the subsequent analysis, followed by the introduction of
the various design considerations and the design decisions made based on those consideration.

1.

Assumptions

Only heat transfer from the hot fluid to the cooler aquifer will be assessed. This is done because
the temperature difference in the region of the hot well is much larger than the temperature
difference in the region of the cold well. Thus, if the heat transfer is small for the hot well, it will
be even smaller for the cold well.

When water is injected into the aquifer, some of the energy is needed to heat the rack strata
and water already present in the aquifer. However, due to the low heat flow rate in the aquifer,
once the rock has been heated, the energy lost to this heating will be much lower in
subsequent years. Thus, it was assumed that the aquifer is being studied a number of years
after installation, when the system has reach a state of equilibrium.

As the water is being stored in the aquifer, heat will conduct to the surrounding aquifer, and
the temperature of the water will subsequently change. This makes the problem highly
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transient. To simplify the analysis, it is assumed that no heat transfer occurs during the
injection period, and that during the storage phase, heat transfer occurs as if no fluid is being
drawn out.

2.

Draw Down and Water Displacement

Since water is being both drawn out of and injected back into the aquifer, the issue of where
the water comes from during pumping and where it goes during injection must be taken into
consideration. During pumping of water from an open vessel, the water level would drop
uniformly along the surface, since there would be no obstruction to fluid flow. However, in an
aquifer, the hydraulic conductivity defines a maximum flow rate within the aquifer. Thus, as
water is being pumped out of the aquifer, the surrounding aquifer cannot recharge the water as
quickly as it is removed. This results in the draw down pattern shown in Figure 25

Figure 25: Schematic representation of drawdown denoted as s1, s2 [16]

If the drawdown slopes beneath the water level of the pump, the system will stall, as the pump
would no longer be submerged. However, systems already in use in the Winnipeg area for
groundwater cooling are able to draw 13

for 8 hours a day, implying that aquifer would be
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capable of supplying a continuous flow of approximately 4.25

without stalling the pump

[13].

When water is injected, there are two forces acting on it as it enters the aquifer. The pressure
supplied by the pump and buoyancy both act on the water and influence the flow. Thus, water
initially flows outwards from the pressure and upwards due to buoyant effects. The resulting
shape would then look very similar to the drawdown cone. However, in order to inject water,
the water already present needs to be displaced. Since this displacement would increase the
groundwater pressure, and hence the flow rate, this displacement would have to be carried out
over a number of seasons in order to not damage the aquifer. However, eventually, a state of
equilibrium would be reached, and the water would no longer need to be displaced from the
aquifer during injection.

3.

Aquifer Selection and Well Depth

Selection of the borehole depth depends both on the nature of the aquifer under
consideration, as well as the flow properties expected at the inlet and outlet of the pipes. There
are two broad scale requirements for the aquifer to meet the needs of the design. The aquifer
must be large enough to supply and store the required volume of water and the temperature of
the ground must be sufficiently steady that it can be considered to be at a constant
temperature throughout the year. This constant temperature occurs at a depth of between 30
to 40 meters [17]. As a result, the borehole must be drilled past the Pleistocene layer and into
the Carbonate Rock Aquifer, implying that the Carbonate Aquifer will serve as the storage
medium.
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Another problem to consider when selecting the depth of the borehole is the drawdown and
injection issues presented above. Since the middle carbonate region has a small permeability,
water should flow upwards towards the Upper Carbonate Aquifer in only small quantities. As
such, the Winnipeg Aquifer should behave in some ways like a contained aquifer, meaning that
the drawdown will be limited to the lower aquifer. Therefore, the borehole should be drilled
nearly to the base of the Lower Carbonate Aquifer in order to ensure minimize the effects of
drawdown.

4.

Subsurface Pressure

The internal pressure in the aquifer is of importance because it determines the pump head
required to remove water from the ground. Since the supplied data was measured at the base
of the aquifer, the height of the aquifer must be measured to that point. When the thickness of
the Winnipeg Formation is taken into consideration, the resulting pressure is between 200 and
300 (kPa). This is a relatively low pressure, meaning locating a suitable pump should not be
difficult.

5.

Subsurface Flow Rate and Well Alignment

In order for the ATES system to be effective, the water must remain in the vicinity of where it
was injected into the well. Thus, it is important to demonstrate that the velocity of the
groundwater is low.

The groundwater velocity is defined as:
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Where K is the hydraulic conductivity and
calculation is performed, the result is

is the hydraulic gradient [8]. When this
1.985

0.993

or

. Since

this value is relatively low, the effect of groundwater flow is not critical.

In order to ensure that the water flow from one well has minimal impact on the water stored in
the other well, the wells will be aligned to negate the effect of water flow. By aligning the wells
such that direction of flow is perpendicular to a line joining the two wells, the thermal
interference resulting from groundwater flow will be minimized. A schematic of the orientation
of the wells can be seen in Figure 26.

N

Figure 26: Well alignment considering flow direction

6.

Thermal Losses and Well Separation

Since heat is being injected into a region of lower temperature, heat transfer will occur from
the warm water to the cooler water and rock in the aquifer.

In order to assess the

temperatures of the fluid and rock in the aquifer, the properties of the mixture must be
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determined. The properties of the individual components of the aquifer, neglecting
constituents of smaller quantity, can be found in TABLE V.

TABLE V: THERMAL PROPERTIES OF PRIMARY AQUIFER CONSTITUENTS [17]

Property

Mass Specific Heat

Volumetric Heat

Density

Thermal

Capacity

Capacity

Water

4.187

4187

999.52

0.605

Limestone

1.2

3285

2691.01

3.0

Dolomite

0.88

2510

2851.19

5.0

Conductivity

Unit

Since the porosity of the aquifer can be estimated, and this value is expressed as percent
volume, the bulk properties can be estimated by the following:
1

1

for the rock combined with water and for rock without water [13]. In these equations, θ is the
percent fraction of dolomite with respect to limestone, φ is the porosity of the aquifer, and the
terms denoted cP represent the volumetric heat capacities of the individual components. Since
these equations hold for any parameter expressed in volumetric terms, these equations can be
applied to the bulk density as well. The results of these calculations can be found in TABLE VI.
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TABLE VI: HEAT CAPACITIES AND DENSITY OF AQUIFER

Property
Density

Value
2416.17

Volumetric Heat Capacity (Aquifer)

3284.35

Volumetric Heat Capacity (Rock)

2897.50

Mass Specific Heat Capacity

1.3590

Since water in the aquifer is stored in a porous medium, the volume of water stored in the
aquifer must be determined. The required water flow rate for the heat pump mentioned above
is 25 gpm ( Leave as gallons per minute, that will be fine). Using an aquifer thickness of 25 (m),
the volume of water being stored can be determined from:

where R is the radius of water “cylinder” and h is the thickness of the aquifer. These
calculations follow from the assumption that the combination of water and rock will result in a
cylindrical shape. While it has been mentioned that this is not the case, this assumption
significantly simplifies the analysis. Furthermore, since the radius of thermal water in the
aquifer will be smaller than R at the base of the aquifer and larger at the top, the cylindrical
shape can be taken to serve as an average radius, as shown in Figure 27.
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Figure 27: Average thermal storage region radius

Since the aquifer has a high percentage of rock and the water must fill the fractures and pores
in the rock, the total volume of the structure can be defined as:

where, once again, φ is the total aquifer porosity. This calculation results in a total water
volume, over a six month period, of 24572.16
combination was found to be 122860.8
was then determined to be 39.55

and the total volume of the water and rock

. The radius of the combination of rock and water

.

The heat transfer can now be separated into the two possible heat flows. First, the temperature
drop and heat losses in the water will be assessed, followed by the temperature increase in the
surrounding aquifer, including rock and water.

As the volume of and heat capacity of the water is so large, the analysis will begin with a
calculation using the Lumped Capacitance Method. The equation derived for this method was
derived using an energy balance under the assumption that the volume being cooled remains at
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the same temperature throughout the cooling. In other words, there is no temperature
gradient within the mass of heated water and rock. This equation, as derived from its source [3]
was derived using convection as the exterior heat transfer mode. Thus, since the primary mode
of heat transfer under consideration is conduction, the equation was modified for this purpose
and is presented as follows:
1

In the above equation, T(t) represents the time varying temperature of the entire formation, Ti
is initial temperature, T∞ is the temperature of the non‐storage region of the aquifer, k is the
thermal conductivity, AS is the surface area of the region being cooled, h is the aquifer
thickness, ρ is the density, V is the volume, cP is the specific heat capacity and t is the time of
exposure [3]. This calculation, which can be found in Appendix D, results in a final temperature,
after a six month period, of 58.82

. This result indicates an astounding degree of thermal

efficiency in the aquifer.

However, it might be expected that the temperature of the stored thermal water would be
lower after such a lengthy period of time. Since this may have been the result of the
assumptions used to apply the Lumped Capacitance Method, the result can be checked using a
total energy approach, based the heat transfer rate presented in TABLE IV.

where q’’ is the heat transfer rate per unit area. The resulting calculation, which can be found in
Appendix D gives

59.98

, on a total energy basis. The results show that the volume of

high temperature water is so high and the heat transfer rate is so low that the heat cannot
conduct out of the thermal water quickly enough to have a significant effect over the course of
six months. However, since a considerable number of assumptions were made to achieve the
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simplicity of the preceding calculations, it will be assumed that, for design purposes, the aquifer
temperature at the end of the six month storage period is

50

.

With the temperature of the water now estimated, it is necessary to determine, to within a
reasonable approximation, the temperature of the aquifer at some distance from the thermal
front. Since the temperature of the aquifer is not expected to change appreciably in the six
month storage period, it will be assumed that the surface temperature of the thermal front
does not change significantly with time. Thus, since the aquifer is much larger than the region
of thermal storage, the transient heat transfer process will be modeled based on Semi Infinite
Solid Method outlined in [3] under the assumption of constant surface temperature. The
equation defining this process is as follows [3]:
,
2√
where x is the distance from the thermal front, erf is the error function and α is defined by [3]:

The values for the error function can be found in Appendix E. Since the radius of the thermal
reservoir is 39.55 (m), the well separation must be larger than that. Therefore, select a well
separation of 50 (m) to begin with, and use the difference of 11 (m) to check what the
temperature will be after six months of storage. The results of this calculation can be found in
Appendix D, where the result was found to be 11
temperature increase of 0.89

,6

9.19

. Since this is a

, a well separation of 50 (m) is deemed acceptable in order to

balance the need to minimize system space requirements against the need to minimize the
thermal interference between wells.
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D.

System Design Results

TABLE VII: RESULTS OF THERMAL STORAGE SYSTEM DESIGN

Property

Result

Metric

Aquifer Selected

Lower Carbonate Aquifer

Borehole Depth

~ 120

m

Borehole Diameter

20 ‐ 22

cm

Well Separation

50

m

Input temperature (Summer)

60

Output Temperature (Winter)

50

Water Volume Stored

24572.16

Water Flow Rate

5.678

Estimated Heat Recovery

~ 83.33

%

Percentage

VII. Environmental and Regulatory Considerations
A.

Applicable Codes, Standards and Regulations

Before a system such as that proposed in this paper could be installed on a residential property,
there are a number of standards, codes and regulations to be taken into consideration. These
standards and codes apply to this project because the system requires not only the use of
environmental resources, such as ground water and water wells, but also the handling of
regulated chemicals such as the working fluid.

Regulations related to ground water and water wells can be found in The Ground Water and
Water Well Act, C.C.S.M. c. G110 [19] and groundwater usage regulations can be found in The
Water Right Act [15] . In the province of Manitoba, a license is required to drill, and an applicant
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must be in the business of well drilling and be able to demonstrate experience in such a
business over a period of time in order for the license to be granted. Furthermore, any person
drilling a well, or an owner who wishes to use ground water must take precautions to prevent
any pollution or contamination ground water in the area. In Manitoba a license is required for
groundwater usage over 25,000

or groundwater usage for irrigation or industrial

purposes, including groundwater heating and cooling systems. The Province regulates the right
to drill wells primarily for the purpose of preventing ground water contamination. Thus, there
are considerable regulatory barriers involved in drilling down to, and withdrawing water from,
the aquifer.

The selected working fluid, R134a, also has standards and regulations associated with its use.
R‐134a, which is a fluorinated ethane compound, has similar physical characteristics as
propane, which has lower boiling point and similar heat capacity at constant volume. R‐134 is
not easily biodegradable and thus leakage into ground water or lakes should be prevented, as
the compound will not breakdown naturally [20]. The primary reason R‐134a was selected as a
working fluid rather than propane, as suggested by the client, or ammonia, is based on safety
considerations. Since the system is designed to be installed in a household, it was decided that
the risk of explosion or fire with propane, and the higher level of toxicity associated with
ammonia outweighed the potential benefits of their use [21]. According to the American
Society of Heating , Refrigerting and Air‐Conditioning Engineers (ASHRAE) Standard 34, and with
reference to Figure 28, R‐134 is classified as a member of group A1, or it is not flammable in air,
and is not considered to be highly toxic to humans, although its greenhouse gas potential is
significantly higher than that of ammonia or propane [22].
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Figure 28: ASHRAE Table of Refrigerant Hazard Rankings [19]

B.

Chemical Reactions During Thermal Storage

Because the Geoclimatic system uses groundwater to store thermal energy, chemical reaction
occurring in the water and rock strata must be taken into consideration. Thermal energy often
acts to accelerate chemical reactions, and the groundwater temperature, when being injected
into the aquifer, is approximately 60°C.

It is possible for the heat exchangers, pipes, and aquifer rock could be clogged by Calcite
precipitation, since the aquifer is formed largely of limestone [24]. Most of the chemical
reactions forming these precipitates are caused by the heating and cooling processes. If
groundwater temperature is increased, both the alkalinity and

concentrations are reduced,

leading to the formation of calcite precipitates. The process is reversed under cooling, where
alkalinity and

concentration increase because of calcite redissolution. The most reactive

minerals in groundwater are calcium carbonate, silicate and sulphides. Thus during the design
process, and during installation of a system using water wells, knowledge of local groundwater
mineral content is important to reduce the risk of clogging pipes or heat exchangers. There are
three effective solutions to prevent precipitation of calcite. First, the heated water must be
acidified before a heating cycle, thereby increasing decreasing the pH to compensate for the
increased alkalinity. The second method involves exchanging

by 2

using cation
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exchange. The final method, which is recommended as the most efficient method, involves de‐
carbonation of the water, which means that
24 . The

enters the system by means of

ions are replaced by acidic ions such as
from the air being dissolved in the water

[23]. This can be achieved through the addition of HCL into the water stream, followed by
degassing of the

. Another option is to attempt to prevent oxygen from entering the water

by capping the boreholes and using elaborate containment to ensure no air can pass [23].

VIII. Economic Analysis
An economic analysis is conducted in Appendix B.

IX.

Recommendation for Future Work

Although this report provides a good starting point for the development of Geoclimatic energy,
there are still a number of issues that must be addressed before a Geoclimatic energy system
can be successfully implemented.

One major shortfall of this report is the analysis of the modified heat pump cycle. The phase
transformations during heat transfer causes analytical methods to either be too complicated to
solve, or over simplified, as is the case with the analysis presented in this report. As such, the
implementation of a computational fluid dynamics (CFD) model would drastically improve the
calculation of phase transformations and heat transfer.

Another item which requires major consideration is the “thermo‐compression” process by
which the super‐heated R134a vapour gets isothermally compressed. Although theoretically
possible, the implementation of this process is very challenging. This thermo‐compression
process is essential for the modified heat pump cycle to generate net power, and as such
requires significantly more detailed analysis to ensure success of the cycle.
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From the perspective of the thermal energy cycle, it is desirable to pursue a larger scale
operation which employs the concept of Geoclimatic energy. The temperature differences in
the cycle are very low, resulting in the system requiring a very high efficiency. A larger scale
operation has the benefits of the economies of scale to help absorb the cost of the high
efficiency equipment required as well as to ensure adequate maintenance procedures to
prevent decaying system efficiency Geoclimatic energy for use in a commercial setting or for
residential heating is worthy of further consideration.

As far as the aquifer thermal storage system is concerned, the data used in this investigation
should be subject to scrutiny. It was often selected for regions in the vicinity of the city of
Winnipeg, and, even if it originated from a test well within the city, there is such a variation in
the properties from one point to the next, the only way to determine the properties with any
accuracy would be drill a test well in the intended location and measure them. It is therefore
recommended that such measurements should be made before any system is installed.

It is also recommended that the analysis be performed numerically using a commercially
available software package, such as FEFLOW. There were a number of assumptions made
during the course of this project that, while justified, may give incorrect results. Thus, the
analysis should be confirmed by numerical modeling before proceeding further with the design.

X.

Conclusions

This project is motivated by the growing demand for alternative sources of energy, as issues
such as the trend of increasing energy consumption, the prospect of peak oil, and global
warming become more urgent. Many alternative energy sources are already being harnessed,
including wind, solar and hydro power. One possible source of energy that is yet to be
investigated is the drastic temperature difference that is experienced in certain extreme
continental climates, such as Winnipeg.
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The concept of Geoclimatic energy is intended as an improvement to conventional geothermal
heat pumps by not only providing a home’s heating and cooling requirements, but to also
generate surplus electricity from seasonal temperature variations. A modified heat pump cycle
has been designed which can serve the function of a geothermal heat pump, while
simultaneously generating a small surplus of electricity. The ability for thermal energy storage
has been investigated with very promising results.

Geoclimatic energy possesses considerable potential to decrease energy consumption related
to heating and cooling residential and commercial spaces as well as serve as a supplement to
the electrical grid. Although there are a lot of promising signs, there are also a considerable
number of challenges that lay on the road ahead. Creative and innovative solutions must be
sought to ensure that Geoclimatic energy can one day serve an important role in the emerging
world of alternative energy.
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XII. Appendices
A.

Conceptual Selection

After having considered the project objectives and generated a number of design concepts, it
was necessary to find a method of comparing the various options in order to screen the various
options. Due to the complexity of the proposed system, it was decided to develop concepts for
the individual components of the system, rather than consider redesigning the client’s concept.

1.

Working Fluid

For the purposes of this project, the working fluid is the fluid which will act as the thermal
energy carrier between two points in the system. As a result, the properties of the prospective
fluids are of prime importance to the effective operation of the system as a whole.

Three popular refrigerants, propane, R134a and ammonia, were selected for comparison. As
the basis for comparison, several properties were compared, including specific heat, thermal
conductivity, dynamic viscosity, environmental impact and safety considerations. While there
were minor variations in the heat transfer properties of the various fluids, it was decided that
the environmental and safety considerations were of greater importance. Furthermore, when
the various ecological and health issues were taken into consideration, R134a was selected as
the working fluid for this system, as it was decided that propane carries an unacceptably high
risk of explosion and ammonia is too toxic to be installed into a home.

2.

Power Extraction

The objective of this system is to extract useable power from the operation of the system.
Therefore, it was necessary to select a mechanical method for converting the thermal energy
carried by the working fluid in mechanical shaft power. Three possible options were originally
selected which included a vane motor, a gear motor, or a kinetic turbine. Later in the project, a
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turbo‐expander, a turbomachine which converts pressure into shaft power by expanding
potentially low temperature fluids, was added as an option. It was possible to reject the kinetic
turbine initially due the complexities and costs associated with such a machine for a small scale
project. However, the kinetic turbine remains a viable, and in fact appealing, option for
potential larger scale projects in the future.

It was eventually decided to select the turbo‐expander as the most suitable expansion device,
despite the difficulties locating one of suitable size. Gear motors and gear pumps were, based
on initial studies of their capabilities, unable to meet the needs of the modified refrigeration
cycle. As the cycle was being designed, there was strong possibility that a phase change would
occur during the expansion process. Since gear and vane motors are not generally designed to
operate in multi‐phase flow, they would not be suitable for such a cycle.

3.

Heat Collection

Geoclimatic energy relies on the temperature difference between the ground and the ambient
air to generate power. Three possible methods of exchanging heat between the working fluid
and the ambient air have been devised; natural convection, an asphalt driveway heat collector,
and a solar collector. Utilizing natural convection is, by far, the simplest means of exchanging
heat between the working fluid and the ambient air. In this method, the ambient air is allowed
to interact with the pipes containing the working fluid. This method has the advantage of being
very cheap to build. However, if the input temperature is limited to that of the ambient air,
longer pipes may be required to optimize the maximum temperature of the working fluid. Thus,
the thermal efficiency of this concept may be limited because increasing the length of the
piping will result in a larger pressure drop in the line.

The second option involves collecting solar energy in the summer, which would lead to a larger
temperature difference in the power generation cycle. One means of collecting solar energy
would be to embed the pipes in an asphalt driveway. The sun’s energy would heat the asphalt,
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causing the asphalt’s temperature to exceed ambient. The disadvantage of this idea is that in
the winter, the solar collector would reduce the temperature difference, as the temperature of
the asphalt would depend primarily on the solar incidence, and therefore, would be at a higher
temperature than the ambient. Even if this problem were resolved by covering the driveway
with snow, it would be insulated from the ambient, and thus still warming, meaning some form
of bypass would be required.

Another option for collecting solar energy is to utilize a commercially available solar collector,
which would enable even higher temperatures to be achieved during the summer. This method
of solar collection shares the disadvantage of the asphalt driveway solar collection system.
Thus, since the collector would be counter‐productive in the winter, the system would have to
be bypassed. The higher temperature achievable by a commercial solar collector is countered
by its higher cost, and more involved maintenance requirements.

4.

Heat Storage

The other thermal cornerstone of a Geoclimatic Energy system is storing collected heat energy
in the ground. Maximizing heat storage increases the potential temperature difference of the
cycle, and therefore its Carnot efficiency. Two methods of storing heat between summer and
winter were investigated; using the aquifer and using a close‐loop refrigerant cycle.

The aquifer system relies on pumping water from one place in the aquifer to another and using
the earth’s constant temperature to provide a stable environment to reduce heat transfer
losses. In this case, the loop is open, with water being able to flow independently of the loop.
The closed loop system operates by installing loops of piping in the ground to act as heat
exchanger, and then uses the earth as a heat sink.

It was decided to select the aquifer storage method, as recommended by the client. The closed
loop system is more difficult to install and, due to the relatively shallow depth, doesn’t have the
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same degree of thermal stability as the aquifer system, which has deep boreholes.
Furthermore, the heat capacity of the ground is much lower than that of water, meaning that
more ground volume would be required to store the needed heat. Also, preliminary studies of
aquifer properties indicated that the aquifer had low flow rates and a sufficient quantity of
water, as well as desirable thermal properties to meet the needs of the system being proposed.

B.

Economic Analysis

Before the system is installed and proper operation commences, it is imperative that an
economic analysis be carried out over the course of an estimated twenty‐five year lifetime. The
analysis will allow for a determination of the break‐even point, if it exists, of future costs,
revenue, annual savings and income as well as rate of return on capital investments by
projecting current costs. The costs will be projected using a host of economic factors and
governmental variables such as economic inflation rate, incentives, grants and governmental
loans. Thus, the financial viability of the project can be determined

1.

Equipment Costs

In coming up with the cost of the equipment, it was decided to keep cost down by utilizing off
the shelf components that where readily available. By keeping the design of new parts to a
minimum, considerable time and money will be saved, as well as any maintenance and repair
issues that may arise in the future. Due to the wide scope of this project, as well as the number
of changing parameters, the project requires a considerable amount of equipment that would
be working simultaneously to meet the final requirement of power generation. It is necessary
therefore to minimize the amount of money that would be spent in both purchasing and
designing the necessary parts. Bearing this in mind, various suppliers of the equipment and
services that would be needed for this project were contacted. The costs can be broken down
into working fluid costs, piping costs, equipment costs and drilling costs.
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a)

Working Fluid Cost

The selected working fluid was R‐134a, which was chosen based on the disadvantages of
ammonia and propane as described above. Other factors include cost of the fluid, the relative
availability, efficiency of the fluid, acceptable ISO standards and codes with respect to toxicity
to the environment as well as the Global Warming Potential [GWP].

The cost per metric ton of R‐134a is calculated as:

$8/0.3396kg X (1000kG) = $23,557 [25]

Thus a minimum of roughly $23,600 would be needed to purchase a metric ton of R‐134a. The
cost available in the market is treated via dollar per metric ton, but for this project, which is
residential in nature, this amount of working fluid would be excessive and the required ISO
standard states that an individual can only have 3 Kg of gas in their home [20]. Therefore to get
the cost per 3 Kg of gas, divide the value by 333, since 333 by 3 is roughly a ton. This gives a
value of roughly 70$ per 3 kg of working fluid.

b)

Piping Cost
TABLE VIII: PVC PIPING COST COMPARISON [26]

PVC Pipes Size

Price per Foot

½”

$0.42

¾”

$0.54

1”

$0.80

1 ½”

$1.24

2”

$1.62

4”

$4.60

6”

$8.16
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TABLE VIII shows the cost per foot of pipe for different diameters. It was decided to use 1‐inch
diameter piping, which would yield a suitable flow, with a cost of $0.80 dollar per foot.
Therefore for a 400 foot piping, a total cost of $292 would be needed.

c)

Equipment and Drilling
TABLE IX: APPROXIMATE COSTS OF MECHANICAL COMPONENTS

Equipment

Cost

Air Motor

$150 per 1500 set [27]

Heat Exchanger
i. Shell and tube or

$14,400

ii. Counter Flow or

$63,400

iii. Cross Flow

$2200 [28]

Compressor

$2,500 (quote Dekker Vacuum Tech.) [29]

Solar Collector

About $1200 to build
345 x 12 = $4140 (Quote from keywin Ind

Ball Valves (x12)

Ltd.

Bore hole drilling

$30 per foot = 30 x 2(130) = $7800

Approximate Total

$17,800
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Figure 29: Economic projections showing break‐even point

The above analysis shows that a break‐even point would be reached in about 2 to 3 years on an
initial capital cost of approximately $18 000. The analysis also has tabs for governmental grants
and incentives, which were left blank in the absence of additional information. This analysis
considers the worst case scenario in which the entire capital cost would have to be paid by the
client. A total life cycle of 25 years has been used.
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C.

Thermal Energy Cycle Calculations

1.

Summer Cycle Sample Calculation

65
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Solar Collector
R134a Properties
k
0.0718 [W/mK]
µ
0.0001478 [Ns/m2]
ρ
13.3155792 [kg/m3]
ν
1.11E‐05 [m2/s]
Cp
1.481 [kJ/kgK]
Pr
3.04863231
m_dot
1.7 [kg/s]
Q
0.12767 [m3/s]
T_i
‐15 [C]
Re
1171587.13
f
0.01131889
Nu
3307.24256
h
7915.33386

C_min
UA
NTU
Cr
ε
q
T_2
P_2
h_2
s_2
v_2
m_dot

2517.70
6155.90
2.45E+00
0.00
0.9133
226.10 kW
70 [C]
1800 [kPa]
437.4 [kJ/kg]
1.7306 [kJ/ kg K]
0.01134 [m^3 / kg]
1.7 [kg/s]

Refrigerant Pipe Properties
D
0.03 [m]
L
2 [m]
t
0.002 [m]
A
0.003534 [m2]
P
0.094248 [m]
n
5 [#]
k
401 [W/mK]

Solar Collector Properties
U_c
15 [W/m^2 K]
q_rad
800 [W/m^2]
w_c
5 [m]
L
2 [m]
A_c
10 [m^2]
T_amb
30 [C]
T_eq
83.333333

Elbows
L_e/D
h_l_minor
h_l_major
h_l_total
ΔP

Pressure Losses
12 [#]
30 [unitless]
2658.57625 [m^2/s^2]
2461.64467 [m^2/s^2]
5120.22092 [m^2/s^2]
6.9499192 [kPa]
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2.

Winter Cycle Sample Calculation

68

Water Heater

T_amb
β
Ra
Nu

5 [C]
‐0.01997
4.42E+12
2268.981

R134a Properties
k
0.0718 [W/mK]
µ
0.000148 [Ns/m2]
ρ
909.0909 [kg/m3]
ν
1.63E‐07 [m2/s]
Cp
1.481 [kJ/kgK]
Pr
3.048632
m_dot
1.4 [kg/s]
Q
0.00154 [m3/s]
T_i
82.8 [C]
Re
402015.2
f
0.013666
Nu
1322.791

h

669.3493

h

C_min
UA
NTU
Cr
ε
q

2073.4
3377.34
1.62889
0
0.803853
‐129.67 kW

T_4
P_4
h_4
s_4
v_4
m_dot

82.8 [C]
2786.48 [kPa]
328.7226 [kJ/kg]
1.40001 [kJ/kg K]
0.0011 [m^3 / kg]
1.4 [kg/s]

S_r_i
η
S_r_o

1.40001 [kJ/kg K]
0.98
1.428582 [kJ/kg K]

k
µ
ρ
ν
Cp
Pr
α

Water Properties
0.59 [W/mK]
0.001225 [Ns/m2]
1000 [kg/m3]
1.23E‐06 [m2/s]
4.189 [kJ/kgK]
7.56
2.25E‐05 [m2/s]

Refrigerant Pipe Properties
D
0.03 [m]
L
2 [m]
t
0.001 [m]
A
0.000707 [m2]
P
0.094248 [m]
n
34 [# of loops]
k
401 [W/mK]

3165.881

Pressure Losses
Elbows
72 [#]
L_e/D
30 [unitless]
h_l_minor
70.05288 [m^2/s^2]
h_l_major
73.51228 [m^2/s^2]
h_l_total
143.5652 [m^2/s^2]
ΔP
13.30416 [kPa]

Δh required
Δh actual

Turbo‐Expander

T_5
P_5
h_5
x_5
m_dot
W

‐30 [C]
84.29 [kPa]
301.9 [kJ/kg]
0.642 [unitless]
1.4 [kg/s]
37.5517 [kW]

‐92.944 [kJ/kg]
‐92.6214 [kJ/kg]
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Hot Well Heat Exchanger
Water Properties
k
0.59 [W/mK]
µ
0.001225 [Ns/m2]
ρ
1000 [kg/m3]
ν
1.23E‐06 [m2/s]
Cp
4.189 [kJ/kgK]
Pr
7.56
m_dot
1 [kg/s]
Q
0.001 [m3/s]
T_i
50 [C]
Re
15118.24
f
0.028126
Nu
119.2114
h
879.1837

C_min
UA
NTU
Cr
ε
q

4189
4281.343
1.022044
0.2
0.612617
205.3001 kW

T_w_o

0.990675 [C]

T_4
P_4
h_4
s_4
v_4
m_dot

50 [C]
76.26368 [kPa]
448.5429 [kJ/kg]
1.9916 [kJ/kg K]
0.3252 [m^3 / kg]
1.4 [kg/s]

R134a Properties
k
0.0531 [W/mK]
µ
6.68E‐05 [Ns/m2]
ρ
823.4 [kg/m3]
ν
8.11E‐08 [m2/s]
Cp
3.001 [kJ/kgK]
Pr
3.775269
m_dot
1.4 [kg/s]
Q
0.0017 [m3/s]
T_i
‐30 [C]
Re
889488.7
f
0.011862
Nu
2931.265
h
5188.339

D
L
t
A
P

D.

Thermal Storage Calculations

1.

Lumped Capacitance Calculations

Water Pipe Properties
0.08 [m]
25 [m]
0.002 [m]
0.00432 [m2]
0.251327 [m]

D
L
t
A
P
k

Refrigerant Pipe Properties
0.03 [m]
40 [m]
0.002 [m]
0.000707 [m2]
0.094248 [m]
401 [W/mK]

Pressure Losses
Elbows
4 [#]
L_e/D
30 [unitless]
h_l_minor
4.117855 [m^2/s^2]
h_l_major
91.50789 [m^2/s^2]
h_l_total
95.62575 [m^2/s^2]
ΔP
8.026324 [kPa]

Δh required
145 [kJ/kg]
Δh actual
146.6429 [kJ/kg]

1
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Isolating for the Temperature as a function of time, T(t), gives,
1

60

8.3

2.4 2

39.55 25
25

2416.17 122860.8 1359.0

8.3

However, the temperatures need to be in degrees Kelvin, and the time is the number of
seconds in a six month period, found from:
30
1

6

24
1

60
1

60
1

15552000

When this calculation is performed, the result is:
6

2.

58.82

Heat Capacity and Total Energy Approach

The general equation relating energy and heat transfer is:

where Q is the volumetric flow rate. This equation can be reorganized into:

84

10

2

39.55 25

15552000

3284

10

122860.8 333.15
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Solving for Tf gives:
6

3.

59.98

Heat Conduction Between Thermal Storage Wells

The equation defining the time varying temperature of a semi‐infinite solid under constant
surface temperature conditions is:
,
2√
The first step of this calculation is to determine the argument of the error function:
11
2

2.4
2416.17 1359

1.63
15552000

Since 1.63 is not a value on the table of error function values, interpolate to find the value of
erf:
1.7
0.98379

1.6
0.97635

13.44

1.7 1.63
0.98379

0.97858

This result leads to:
,
8.3

50
50

0.97858
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Thus,
11

E.

,6

9.19

Tables and Graphs
Table X: TABLE OF VALUES FOR THE ERROR FUNCTION [3]

x

erf(x)

erfc(x)

x

erf(x)

erfc(x)

0.00 0.0000000 1.0000000 1.30 0.9340079 0.0659921
0.05 0.0563720 0.9436280 1.40 0.9522851 0.0477149
0.10 0.1124629 0.8875371 1.50 0.9661051 0.0338949
0.15 0.1679960 0.8320040 1.60 0.9763484 0.0236516
0.20 0.2227026 0.7772974 1.70 0.9837905 0.0162095
0.25 0.2763264 0.7236736 1.80 0.9890905 0.0109095
0.30 0.3286268 0.6713732 1.90 0.9927904 0.0072096
0.35 0.3793821 0.6206179 2.00 0.9953223 0.0046777
0.40 0.4283924 0.5716076 2.10 0.9970205 0.0029795
0.45 0.4754817 0.5245183 2.20 0.9981372 0.0018628
0.50 0.5204999 0.4795001 2.30 0.9988568 0.0011432
0.55 0.5633234 0.4366766 2.40 0.9993115 0.0006885
0.60 0.6038561 0.3961439 2.50 0.9995930 0.0004070
0.65 0.6420293 0.3579707 2.60 0.9997640 0.0002360
0.70 0.6778012 0.3221988 2.70 0.9998657 0.0001343
0.75 0.7111556 0.2888444 2.80 0.9999250 0.0000750
0.80 0.7421010 0.2578990 2.90 0.9999589 0.0000411
0.85 0.7706681 0.2293319 3.00 0.9999779 0.0000221
0.90 0.7969082 0.2030918 3.10 0.9999884 0.0000116
0.95 0.8208908 0.1791092 3.20 0.9999940 0.0000060
1.00 0.8427008 0.1572992 3.30 0.9999969 0.0000031
1.10 0.8802051 0.1197949 3.40 0.9999985 0.0000015
1.20 0.9103140 0.0896860 3.50 0.9999993 0.0000007

